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The Company
Berghaus was co-created in 1966 by two gentleman;
Peter Lockey and Gordon Davison. In 1972 they started
designing and manufacturing their own products which
were sold to the public.
Throughout the history of the company, Berghaus
have always tried to stay ahead of their competitors
due to the innovation of technology and new emerging
materials.
The main aim of the company is to create products
which have outstanding world class performance which
is driven by their innovation for the outdoor world.
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Visual Language of Berghaus
Berghaus are known for designing a range of different
products in the outdoor world which have a strong
visual language. To achieve their strong visual language
they strive to create world class outdoor performance
products, driven by innovation and built for adventure.
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Performance

IMG. 1

IMG. 2

IMG. 3

Berghaus use colour and form to convey performance,
just like the products above.
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Innovation

IMG. 4

IMG. 5

IMG. 6

Berghaus use inspiration from certain products to try and
create products that draw attention to the innovation in
their products
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Adventure

IMG. 7

IMG. 8

IMG. 9

Berghaus use form to accurately portray adventurous
nature in their products
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Berghaus Brief
Berghaus currently design and manufacture a number
of different products in many different areas of outdoor
equipment. One area however they don’t have any
products in is the child carrier market. They are looking
for a new child carrier to be designed which follows their
visual language of performance, innovation and adventure.
For selling purposes they are looking for a product which
can have an international USP (Universal Selling Point).
They feel one good USP can influence how successful
products sell in the outdoor community. Alongside this a
story which fits with USP is a great selling point for the
brand and the company.
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Brief Response
After receiving the brief from Berghaus the first thing
that needed to be done was to look at the current market
and analyse what is good and bad about current products
which can currently be purchases. As well as this the
consumer needed to be analysed so I could understand
exactly what they would want from a child carrier.
A lot of other things will have to be analysed and
researched such as materials, anthropometrics and
consumer perspectives.
Researching and finding a suitable USP is key to making
the project a success as this is the main thing that will
help Berghaus gain considerable sales in the current
market.
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Berghaus Consumer
Berghaus believe that people are defined in life not by
who they are, but what they do. They try to aim their
brand at almost everybody who loves exploring in the

gear for their excursions and Extrem being the most
high tech and where the most high quality products are
needed.
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• Everyday

people who are looking to purchase high quality outdoor

• Trail - Mid to Low Intensity

5 different categories. Everyday being the entry level for

• Trail - High Intensity

They have done this by splitting their users groups into

• Mountain

the well trained, well-equipped mountaineers.

• Extrem

outdoor world. This ranges from the Sunday strollers to

Large amount of love for
the outdoors
No restrictions on their
hobby

Infectious through their
love of outdoors

Trail - Mid to Low
Intensity User Group
Go out as many weekends
as possible throughout
the year

Aged in between the low
20’s to the late 30’s
Being with family when
ever possible
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Consumer Profile
Scott (35) and Amber (33) have been married for 5
years. They live together on the outskirts of the Peak
District and when the weather is right their is nothing they
love doing more than going for a walk together. Amber
works in the local chemist 4 days a week and Scott is a
social worker.
Amber and Scott have recently had a child who they
are looking to share their experiences with as early as

Scott
Amber

possible. Grace who is now 7 months old and bigger
enough to be used in a baby carrier. Scott and Amber are
looking for a baby carrier that they can both wear.
They both have a love for products with extra or new
innovative features.
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IMG. 10

Aspirational Products
Amber and Scott go under the acorn user type
of a semi professional families, owner occupied
households. They both enjoy spending their money
on innovative products which benefit their hobbies.
As well as this they also aspire to own certain
products like Casio Exilim shock proof camera and
the HydroDown Berghaus jacket.
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Vaude price their products
in the middle compared to
all of the other companies.
They pride themselves
on creating feature full
products which are also
simple to understand and
use for even the least
experienced user.

Best Back carrier I have purchased!

The highly praised Osprey
are known for their
innovative features in their
rucksacks which are seen
as great selling points. Many
sales staff find these are the
most successful and easiest
to sell. Their neutral colour
range is seen as perfect
for the unisex range of
consumers.

This is a great back pack especially

Distributes the weight so it reduces
the pain I may experience from
carrying our little one around for a
few hours (Amazon Customer)

when traveling internationally.
Consider the pack versus a stroller.
The only complaint (probably due to
my trying to find the right fit when
switching between my wife and I
carrying). (Amazon Customer)

IMG. 16
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£200
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Kelty have a strong range
of products which seem

This backpack is comfortable and

to cover a large area of
the market. They seem
to struggle with people
thinking the packs are over
complicated at the higher
end of the range. They have
a large variety of colour
ranges which aim perfectly
at the unisex market

mother and I, all of whom are different

The German brand Deuter
have 3 packs in their range.
All seem to be aimed at the
high end of the market. The
most expensive in the range
is often said to be too large
for certain consumers to
wear. However they have a

We did quite a bit of research before

large amount of interesting
features which are all
adequate selling points

easy to convert between my husband,

sizes. My daughter loves it, in fact she
giggles with delight when we put her
in it. We have used it for hikes, but I
also use it daily, to clean the house,
cook dinner or go for walks (Mumsnet
Customer)

buying a backpack and we are really
pleased with the deuter Kid Comfort
as it completely lives up to the reviews
and the sales pitch. Its very comfy
for both child and adult and our son
spent many months happily in this.
(Mumsnet Customer)
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IMG. 19

£176

£221

LittleLife create a large
range of child carriers.
Due to their bright
colours and range of
different prices they own
a large percentage of
the child carrier market.
These three to the left
best show their range on
the market at this specific
time

It was most valuable when we went on

Macpac are known in the
outdoor community as
a strong reliable brand.
On the market at the
moment they have these
two similar rucksacks.
They seem to lack in any
real interesting USP’s or

The frame digs in my back below the

any eye-catching colour
ranges.

holiday and wanted to go walking across
country but I’ve also found it useful on
public transport, rather than having to
lug a pushchair up and down steps at
stations. It’s not perfect, for example
I didn’t find it very stable when loading
baby up. (Amazon Customer)

waist belt. And I think I must be too tall
for it (6’3”), because I have to have the
shoulder straps fully extended, which
means the unpadded part of the strap
rubs. (Mumsnet Customer)

After analysis the current market and looking at their
good and not so good features it was really easy to find
out what the consumers thought were good products and
what was not so good.
It also allowed other aspects to be analysed such as price
range, colour range and any individual USP’s.
Taken this information forward, the current market
analysis must always be looked back onto to make sure
the product is not falling into any traps which current
products have done.

SD1
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Matrix

This matrix was developed during the studio day, it was
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used to clearly show how the current market uses
certain features in their backpacks. This key easy to see
quantitative data is useful to see when designing.

SD2
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IMG. 32

IMG. 33

IMG. 34

The High Street

During a visit to John Lewis a sales assistant
approached us when an analysis of the Deuter Kid
Comfort III was on going. This was really helpful to
understand how the sales staff find selling child carriers
and what USP’s make it easy for them to sell. The
Deuter was highly recommended by the sales staff
as one at the top of their range, it obtained some
interesting unique features such as the colour coordinated clips. The sales staff also mentioned that
the price of the product is not always important to
consumers when buying for their young child. In general
according the staff child carriers seem to sell well when
they have a strong individual selling point which sets
them apart from the rest of the carriers on the market
as that specific time.

Deuter

Kid Comfort III
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Thinking about what is
on the products hip belt
is important, these are
things that the user may
need to get to quickly
and often. Things like
water, mobile phone,
mirror and snacks are
some of the things this
may include.
During a visit to Trespass these particular
zips striked a point on interest, when
talking to sales staff it was found that
these zips are actually used in products
like ski coats. They used an extra layer of
nylon material over the mechanical zipper
which allows the zip to become almost
100% waterproof. They are also popular
due to the tidier look they have. These
particular zips where outsourced by a
company called SBS.

Bugaboo
Push Chair
Although Bugaboo focus most of
their products into the push chair
market they still have some of
the same features in which they
have to think about. This particular
Bugaboo push chair features an
inner cocoon.
This shows to the parent/carer
when they actually buy this product
they know that their child is going to
be safe and warm.
The Bugaboo Push Chair also uses
foam in the padding to create
specific patterns with indentations
alongside graphics.
This gives the product a consumerloved aesthetic.
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Anthropometrics
129

221
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515

161
161

196

453

825

132

146

145

687
172

135

229

177

294

159

6 Months

24

395

167

20 - 23 Months

243
136

545

185

160

160

934

Using these sets of measurements which were drawn
up with reference to “The Measure of Man + Woman
Revised Edition” card models were created as well as
this when test rigs were developed all the measurement
would be suitable for children aged between 6 months
and 3 years.

269
203

These measurements are key to make sure the baby is
truly comfortable and in the correct position for its size.
147

223

Measure of Man + Woman - Henry Dreyfuss Associates

3 years

SD2
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Anthropometrics
Finding out the height range between
the 5th percentile women and 95th
percentile man is just as important.
This helps find the adjustment and
fit of the back to make sure that
rucksack fits a wide range of people
well.
This will also be done when the test
rig is created.
Letting a range of people try on
the rig to make sure it fits them
ergonomically and their is no
uncomfortable position.
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As well as finding the measurements for the babies/
toddlers, the measurements for the person who is using
the child carrier is essential. This helps to find out the
measurements for the back system and the hip belt.
For the final product the making sure the back system
and hip belt is correct is key to making sure the bag
works. Alongside these drawings scale test rigs will be
created to truly test the back system of the new rucksack.

SD2
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Anthropometrics

28

7 KG

11.5 KG

14 KG

6 months

20-23 months

3 years

As well as the size and scale of the baby the weight of a
baby needs to be considered. These weights affect how
and where the majority of the load should be on the users
back. Alongside the data on the previous page it is now
possible to build a test rig knowing that measurements
and load bearing will be correct.

SD2
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Baby Behaviours
As well as the physical qualities of a child the
behaviour of a child needs to be thought about.
When classifying babies behaviour there are four
main sub-topics. These are, physical behaviour,
emotional behaviour, social behaviour and
cognitive behaviour.
Working together these four topics help identify
and understand the different types of behaviours
babies learn as they grow.
For this project knowing what these are and
how they effect the babies is key to designing
a suitable product for the child. This is a chart
which has been created to simply show how
these four categories work and what time scale
different events happen in babies lives.

6 Months 7 Months 8 Months 9 Months 10 Months 11 Months
Grasp with thumb and finger
Sits without supports
Stands while holding on
Fear
Shame, shyness + self awareness

Shows joy, fear anger and surprise
interacts with other people
Shows interest in surroundings
repeats actions of pleasure
Exhibits deliberate behaviours
and anticipates events

Physical
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Communicates enotionally clearly and
may be fearful of strangers

Emotions

Social

Cognitive

Physical
Physical behaviour can be things such as learning when the baby can sit by
themselves without support or when the baby learns how to grasp things
in its hands. When designing the child carrier all of these different physical
behaviours have to be thought about to make sure their is nothing on the
product which the baby can interact with in the wrong manner.
Emotions
Learning when a baby starts to learn and show different emotions helps
to make an estimated guess on how the baby will perceive the product.
For example at around 6 months, babies start to show the emotion fear.
This means when the baby is in the carrier, how safe the baby feels is very
important.
Social
At around 7 months babies starting learning social behaviours. Learning
about this set of behaviours proves that the baby has to be in a position
when they are in the carrier that they can interact with other people to
constantly help improve their social capabilities.
Cognitive
Cognitive behaviours is how the baby reacts to different events in their lives.
Making sure the baby carrier does everything it can not to hinder this is
very important. This means things such as where the child sits and what
they face so they can see just what the parent is seeing. If the child was
in a carrier where it could not see anything this could hinder its cognitive
behaviour. Stimulations is key to the babies growing intelligence.

IMG. 20

Equipment

Food

Daily Essentials
Formula: 24-32 oz (7 oz per bottle)
Breast milk: 4 to 5 nursings
Servings per meal: 2 to 4 Tbsp of 2 foods
or up to a whole jar of Stage 2 baby food

3 meals per day
Mixture between solid foods and jar
baby food
Snacks for child 3 per day.

6 months

20 - 23 months

Nappies: 5
Change of Clothes: 3
Nappy Cream
Baby Wipes
Water
Toy(s) - User Preference
Bottle
Clothes for Temp. Change

Nappies: 3
Change of Clothes: 2
Nappy Cream
Baby Wipes
Water
Toy(s) - User Preference
Bottle
Clothes for Temp. Change

3 meals per day
Solid foods
Snacks for child 3 per day

3 meals per day
Snacks 3 per day

3 years

Adult

Change of Clothes: 1
Baby Wipes
Water
Toy(s) - User preference
Bottle
Clothes for Temp. Change

Water
Keys
Phone
Whistle
Clothes for Temp. Change
Bottle
Knife or Multi Tool
First Aid Kit
Map and Compass
Walking Poles

Initial Ideas
This is the opposite to the bag to the left and it
designed to be a bag which can store a large
amount of items. It also features a mirror
which is always on the pack to see the baby
behind.

This idea of a pack has a USP which is
backed up due to the fact it would be
lightweight and will be able to be carried
for a much longer time than a usual baby
carrier.
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“It is hard for your mind and hand to work together unless you continue to draw… They don’t
have to be beautiful drawings, just get it down. It is your language, you cannot give it up.”Micheal Graves

Instead of a regular kickstand this bag
features a telescopic pole which expands
out. The carrier is also following the form
of an animal shell.

This bag above uses the idea of a storage
compartment that can be removed if
the carrier is only being used for a small
amount of time.
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Generating Concepts

Twist and Shout
This concept idea was designed to hold the weight of the
baby around the torso and hips, the main USP is that the
carrier can rotate the whole way round so the parent or

The Clipper
This idea was called the clipper, the idea behind
this concept was to create a child carrier with a
removable section so the child could be carrier

carer can attend to the baby at a moments notice.

straight from the car to the carrier.
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2-in-1
This concept was designed in Studio Day 3 as a pack
which could open up to accommodate the child and
then it would close back up so the carrier could be

Fold Up
This fold up concept features a break in the back
panel so the hip belt can fold up. The advantage of
this is that the pack could then be used as a regular

used as a normal rucksack when needed.

size rucksack for everyday commuting or when less
weight is required.
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Sales Perspective
The fact that the rucksack can
stand alone is a great selling point,
people really like that their child
can sit in the bag even when not
on the users back.

When buying a child carrier people
generally tend to look at a higher
capacity of a bag as a good thing.
It is also easier to sell carriers with
a suitable amount of storage.

From a sales point of view new
features or features that improve
the users experience make

If people want a child carrier they

the products easier to sell to

are more than likely to spend

experienced and first time users.

money, due to the fact the carrier
is for their child and they want a
bag they have confidence in.

John Lewis Sales Rep Interviewed
on 11th Feb 2015
Go Outdoors Sales Rep
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Interviewed on 11th Feb 2015

Consumer Perspective
When I use my carrier storage
I really like the fact that if my

on the hip belt is very important. It

carrier needed to it could

enables me to quickly gain access

accommodate a vast amount

to things I need. .

of items but too much storage
causes the bag to be too heavy.

For me the aesthetics are just as
important as anything else when
we purchased the carrier. If it
doesn’t look good we won’t spend
the money.

I find my child carrier really hard
to get on and off and how to
adjust it isn’t very clear, this really
needs to be addressed.

A. Wyatt Interviewed on 15 Feb
2015
D. Miller Interviewed on 18 Feb
2015
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Sales

Consumer
Storage
Capacity

USP’s

Issue with
Adjustability
Price

Features

Aesthetics
New
Technology

Rain Canopy and
UV Protection

Weight of
Rucksack
Safety

To gain a different perspective on the project, retailers
sales staff were asked many questions. Insight in to
what a wide range of consumers liked and disliked about
carriers on the current market. This helped give a full
understanding of what areas of this project could be
developed further.
Speaking to a range of consumers who use child carriers
was a great insight into the project. It really helped identify
some key issues which can be solved later on in the
project

IMG. 21

Product Lifespan
From talking to consumers and sales assistants and
examining existing baby carriers a conclusion has been
made.
People currently buy baby carriers for an investment
between £150 and £200. They are then used by for a
time period of around 3 years. However the carriers are
only used during the spring/summer months. Making this
time period even smaller is that baby carriers are only
really used when the weather is suitable to expose the
baby to the weather.
This calculates to a limited amount of time that the child
carrier is actually used. This is going to be the focus of the
project to try and find a suitable USP which can help solve
this problem of the generation buying products they only
use for a small amount of time before throwing away.
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60 MILLION
BOTTLES GO
INTO LANDFILL
EVERYDAY

ALUMINIUM
CANS TAKE
500 YEARS
TO DETERIOATE

WASTED FOOD
AMOUNTS
TO 20 TONNES
OF CO2 EVERY
YEAR

INVESTMENT

3 YEARS

WEEKEND

THROWN AWAY

LANDFILL

With reference
and influenced by
Jonathan Chapman’s
book “Emotionally
Durable Design”.
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Patagonia - Case Study
Is Using The Lifespan Of A Product A Strong Enough USP?
After reading Jonathan Chapman’s book “Emotionally Durable

Proposal
The proposal to Berghaus will be to get them to not copy but to

Design” and doing some internet-based research it really became take influences from what Patagonia are doing in the outdoor
clear that the USP for this product will be the lifespan of the

community. Berghaus are a major company in the outdoor world

product.

and should take their product lifespans further than they do. At

As well as this it became clear that people needed to be spoke

the moment they do have a small section on Berghaus website

to through primary sources to see if all the prior research was

about “Adventure Guarantee” stating that their products should

valid. After finding out about certain materials R.Batement was

be used for a long period of time.

contacted to see how specific materials and companies use

However, for this project the proposal to Berghaus will be not

“product lifespan” as a USP.

only a singular child carrier but a range of their products in the

A company called Patagonia from California, was spoken about.

future which will have materials, form and colour ways which can

Patagonia communicate with their consumers exactly how their

all help improve the product life-cycle. These will go under the

products impact the planet environmental and social issues. Using name of “Berghaus Leben”
a number of different methods they have become successful due
to consumers buying their products because they love to make
sure that their products are helping the sustainability of planet
Earth.
IMG. 22
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In the 21st Century every large company
has a corporate responsibility to think about
the environmental issues they face.

Some consumers feel just as
responsible manufacturers
supposedly do. Comforting
the consumers can only be a
positive thing.

A sales assistant has a reliable and fair USP
which they know will remain true as long as
they have the product.

Have a product or range which
can help reduce the throw
away society.

Lifespan
USP

Let consumers understand
that buying this particular
product is helping the
environment

Creating a responsible
economy will help the company
retain a high level of interest.
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City Commuting
Berghaus have started to aim their products at
consumers in urban areas. This is something that
needs to considered as not everyone who uses their
products are going to want to use it for hiking through the
countryside.
People need baby carriers for walking through the city just
as much as they do when they are out in the country.
If it was chosen that the child carrier is aimed at a person
using it through out the city a lot of different things would
be thought about compared to using it in the country side.
Things like what will be put in the bag are very different in
both scenarios.

IMG. 123

Hiking
Berghaus’ heritage has always been the outdoor world;
most of their existing products are aimed at this market
and they have true specialised experience in this specific
area.
They have designed and manufactured products for
the outdoor world since 1972, this makes designing a
rucksack for the outdoor consumer the most obvious
option.
Consumers which buy a child carrier will understand that
Berghaus have a vast amount of experience in the market
and there for be more inclined to purchase a product
which they can put their trust in.

IMG. 24

Legislations
• When the carrier is assembled for use in any

• Any crotch restraint shall be capable of being used

configuration, there shall be no gaps and openings

in combination with other parts of the restraint

greater than 5 mm and less than 12 mm, unless

system.

the depth of penetration is less than 10 mm.
• Cords, straps, belts and parts used as ties shall
have a maximum free length of 220 mm when

• The maximum recommended weight of child for
which the carrier is intended should be marked on
the pack.

stretched with a force of 25 N.
• Release of the folding or locking mechanism
requires two consecutive actions, the first of which
shall be maintained while the second is carried out;
• The carrier shall be fitted with a child restraint
system.
• The restraint system shall be adjustable.
• A tensile force of 200 N should be gradually applied
to the straps either side of the fastener. Maintain
this force for 1 min.
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British
Standards
Online

Influences
Design

Legislations

Legislations influence almost every
product that we use. The BSO is the
certain legislation baby carriers should
follow. The product that is designed at the
end of this project has to obey with every
law in the legislation even if it has to make
some drastic changes.

Pass Legislations

Retail Product
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Observation
To gain even more of an understanding on how people
use child carriers it was decided that the best way to do
this was to watch people use the pack.
Using the Macpac Vamoose and a range of Berghaus
Rucksacks a number of participants were used to see
how they would use the pack.
These task involved:
• Getting the carrier on
• Taking the carrier off
• Putting the baby in
• Taking the baby out
• Adjusting straps
• Adjusting back system
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7 out of 7 people I observed take the
child carrier off grabbed the upper right
corner of the back frame when taking off
the pack, however their was no handle
or grab point for them to hold.
A lot of unexperienced
people who tried the
rucksacks on found it
difficult to understand
how you the back
system would be
adjusted or found it
difficult to do so. Using
colour co-ordination
and clear semantics
this job has been made
a lot easier.

When smaller
users tried on the
rucksacks, the
straps they hanged
too low causing
an inconvenience
for the user. The
final rucksack will
have points where
the straps can be
placed out of the
way when the user
does not need
them.
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Materials
The materials of the product are just as important to the
product lifespan as the form function and colour of the
product.
The materials are important for the Berghaus Leben
range to show that Berghaus are thinking about what
happens after their packs are no longer used. This is just
as important for the consumer. (Refer back to Patagonia
Case Study).

PET Mesh
A 100% recyclable mesh made from
PET will be used for any mesh sections
on the pack. It will also be waterrepellent and breathable.
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Aluminium
The frame for the rucksack will be

PLA

Polylactic Acid which will be fibre
reinforced for any injection moulded
clips and the hinges for the frame

Coated Nylon
Recycled Fabric
This specific time of Nylon Fabric

manufactured out of aluminium. An

has been developed by RegenTM

easily recyclable material.

and reduces CO2 emissions greatly
compared to Virgin Nylon Fabric.

Aluminium Frame

PLA Hinge

PET Recyclable Mesh

Coated Nylon Recycle Fabric
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XL
L
M
S
XS

Back System

This is the developed idea, to the left is the
simplified back system which uses a neutral,
unisex colour scheme which people have
found easy to understand. Orange strap
moves the orange shoulder straps which are
measured to the orange units (XS,S,M,L,XL),
The image to the right shows how the baby
carrier seat will become accessible using
a extra large strap and two hinges in the
bottom corners of the frame, this also shows
the ease of use of the carrier, removing the
need for any complicated hinging aspect.

Storage System

Kinder

During a client drop in many sketches and ideas were put
forward to the client (C.McGill), however the two that gained
the most interest were the two to the left.
The top picture shows how the frame would work, this
mechanism shows how the frame can hinge in two
separate places, point A when the baby is being carried and
point B when the product is used as a regular rucksack.
The bottom picture shows how back system will work using
a measurement based system so users can clearly see
what size they feel most comfortable. It also has the three
gripping points when putting the pack on and off.
The product lifespan of the product was also spoke about in
depth.

Client
Drop In

After speaking with the client some questions
were asked and a few key areas of interest
were spoken about.. A few major discussion
IMG. 25

points are listed below.

Outsourcing parts of the products like
YKK for the zips and fastenings is a

• Outsourcing

great way to help save costs for the

• Looking at the materials in the product

company.

(Lifespan USP)
• Colour
• Adjustability

The client spoke about two
different colourways, to the left is
“Heritage” to the right is “Stealth”
these two colour ranges are
After speaking with the client
it was decided that using “S,M

used amongst a large amount of
their products

IMG. 26

After presenting the idea of
improving the lifespan of the
product as a USP, it became
clear that the materials needed
to be thought about as much as
the function.

and L” would be preferred to a
number based system.
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Back System

58

Taken from the Berghaus
presentation this image simply
shows how the shoulder pads are
adjusted.

Current

Berghaus use a range of
different methods for their
back systems. The bag to the
left shows some observations
that took place when trying
to find out how the system
works. This particular method
was found to be the easiest
to understand and use after
looking at a number of different
rucksacks. It uses a strap
which pulls the shoulder pads
down an aluminium strip. The
top picture shows how the
aluminium strip is sewn into
the pads.

One way to adjust the back system
Berghaus use is seen on the
BioFlex Light. It uses to Aluminium
Poles alongside Velcro so the
straps can move up and down
the rucksack. However when
observing people trying to adjust
it was found this system was too
difficult to maneuverer.

The proposed back system
which will be used in the final
design will take influence from
current Berghaus rucksacks.
However the design I propose
to Berghaus will have an easy
to understand graphic system
so users can look at the pack
and understand how to use
the pack effectively.

IMG. 27
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The Frame

There was a number of different ways in which the frame could do the job of folding
towards the back panel. A number of these were developed using sketches and too scale
drawings. It was found that the existing BioFlex technology used by Berghaus was not an
option. Due to the fact it uses to many different materials that can not be carried forward
to the lifespan USP. As well as this after speaking to a number of consumers the weight
of the pack for some users was found to be a problem. Creating a lightweight frame
which supports the weight correctly is what was found to be most suitable.
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PLA Hinge

Aluminium Frame

Pressed PLA Back Support

This is the proposed frame that will be used for the child
carrier. It features four PLA reinforced with fibre hinges
that will fold away the aluminium frame. The frame is very
simple due to the fact that a large strap around the top
of the rucksack will be used alongside the hinges to open
and close the child section. The rucksack also features
a Pressed PLA Back Support which will also house the
aluminium runner for the back system. This allows the
frame to stay secure when sitting up right and when on
the users back.

Folded Away
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Test Rig
A simple lightweight frame,
which uses around 2.5m of
aluminium framing.

Using straps so the user can
easily pull in the back of child
carrier, the hinge would stop it
from falling back and forth.

Hinge which would allow the
user to pull out the kickstand.
(Hinge manufactured from
PLA)
A Hinge which would have to
be released by the user so they
can fold away the baby carrier
seat.
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Adjustable straps and hip belt
so every user who tried the
pack on could adjust the height
of the back system and the
width of the hip belt.

The shoulder straps move up
and down along this runner
which will be manufactured
from aluminium

Participants

This cardboard represents a
PLA pressed piece which will
slot into the frame giving extra
support to the users hips when
carrying

Person A - 5’ 10’’
Person B - 5’ 4’’
Person C - 5’ 8’’
Person D - 5’ 11’’
Person E - 6’ 2’’
Person F - 5’ 7’’

A hip belt which enables the
user to test out using the
test rig how they would once
manufactured.

Using ergonomic data an estimate
was initially made for the size of
the test rig, this had to be adapted
once a number of people started
to try on the back system. On the
next page any things that were
found out and changed due to the
test rig are given.
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Changes
Shoulder Pad
To the left you can see the simplified back system
that was used in the test rig.
The illustration dashed green line shows originally
how far the shoulder pads could move up and
down the pack.
However once people started to try on the test rig
it became apparent that the shoulder pads could
move to far up and not far enough down.
The orange shape on the illustration after the
adjustment can now only move up and down
according to the thick full stroke line.
This was found to be the most ergonomic for the
users and still gave space for the 95th and 5th
percentile of people who will come into contact
with the final design.
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Thinking Behind Unparrallel Shape
A lot of thinking and sketch work went into deciding
the shape for frame. To the left it is apparent that the
frames sides are unparrallel. This is due to the fact as
line B (Bottom of child seat) moves up the users back A
becomes a shorted distance. This means the younger
the child the smaller the distance for is needed for them
to put their legs either side of the adult. This system
also allows for the child head to be in the same place no
matter what the height of the baby is.
- B rises A becomes smaller -

A

B

Test Rig Height
Once the test rig was finalised it was found that it was
sitting too high onto peoples back and it was hitting
the participants in the back of the head. Some existing
rucksacks do sit high on people however this did not
seem necessary. So after a few people tried on the test
rig this was altered.
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Colour
After meeting with the client and looking into colour
trends, the conclusion has been made that the colour
of the pack can go three different ways. The first two
are what Berghaus currently refer to in most of their
products; these go by the names of “Heritage” and
“Stealth”. Berghaus Heritage mainly reds and blues from
the logo alongside white. These colours are instantly
recognisable to the Berghaus brand. The next set of
colours they use goes by the name of Stealth. Stealth
uses a dark grey or black which is contrasted by a strong
secondary colour such as an orange or red.
Apart from these two the colour trends for the outdoor
world need to be considered. If the bag is coloured to
follow what Berghaus are currently doing it could easily
fall out of fashion.
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Stealth

Heritage

Colour Trends 2015
Pastel Palettes

Bold Mixing

Looking online at “www.housebeautiful.com” and
“www.trendhunter.com” they propose a number of
different colour palettes which will come into our lives
over the next year.
The most occurring colours which were found were these
two to the left.
Pastel Palette is a calm, soft mixture of colours which
have been strongly predicted to be in the future of our
everyday lives.
As well as this Bold Mixing seemed to pop up from a
number of different sources. This uses bold colours
in small amounts, therefore creating a strong visual
language.
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Colour Lifespan
Although on the previous page it was identified that three
different paths could be used for the colour of the pack
to follow forecasts for 2015 and Berghaus’ ideas it has
been decided that these should not be the path to go.
The main USP for the products is a rucksack that can
stay in peoples lives for a number of years.
This idea for the USP made the idea that the colour
should be able to stay in their lives for a number of years,
this means maybe following fashion trends is not the right
thing to do.
The right thing to do is to look at products and interior
from over 20 years ago to see if their is any products
which would still be acceptable to own or be in due to
their colour.
To the right are some existing products which have done
this exceedingly well. (All Braun Products)

IMG. 28

IMG. 29

IMG. 30
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Braun dominated product design due to their simple and
timeless products.
One massive factor was due to the simplicity of their
colour palette. The pictures to the left look like they could
be used in products in 2015. To achieve this they have
used a simple starting palette colour such as a dark
grey, black or white. Alongside this they use a strong bold
indication colour. This colour is used to signal something
or show the user where interaction with the product is
done.
This is something which will inspire the colour of the pack,
due to the USP indicating that the rucksack is a product
which will hopefully be used for a much longer lifespan
than a regular rucksack.

Proposed Colours
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Using Graphics
Alongside colour ways current market child carriers use
graphics in a particular way to try and draw in attention to
the rucksack compared to other products.
Berghaus currently use graphics in their products to show
branding and semantics so people feel like they can connect
with the product much more than a bland colour way
product.
Graphics will be used in the final proposed product in a
number of ways, like showing the brand and its logo and for
the purpose of conveying how the bag can be adjusted and
used.
To the right you can see how Berghaus use graphics to
portray to the consumer how exactly the rucksack will be
adjusted.

“Design is a plan for arranging elements in such a way as best to accomplish a particular purpose” - Charles Eames
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XL
L
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M
S
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L
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For the back system graphics are
going to be used in a simple way. Using
circles as a simple graphic to signal
to the user. Everything to do with the
back system will use these circle so
people using the carrier know exactly
how and what is needed to be done to
adjust the back system. Lining up the
lines from the back panel will allow the
user to get the correct size for them.

S
Graphics can also be used
to promote the brand. This XS
allows people who look at
the carrier to instantly know
it is a Berghaus. This can
be done by using the logo in
a way that people can read
easily. Graphics will also be
used to promote the range, a
successful range of products
will use a similar graphic style.
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Child Harness

5-Point Harness
72

3-Point Harness

To keep the child secure when they are transported
about on the market their are two different types of child
harnesses, the 3-point harness and the 5-point harness.
In the world of child restraint products both of these are
used.
The 5-point harness is seen as the safer option due to the
fact it has two extra straps around the childs waist.
However due to the fact that the child carrier features
two bag straps externally that help keep the child
enclosed into the rucksack for this specific carrier a 3
point harness will be used.
The bottom strap will be connected to the child’s seat
therefore making the seat height adjustable. This
technology is currently used in a number of different child
carriers

The child carrier external side
straps which make up for the
2 points missing from a 5-point
harness
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Storage

Split lines on the hip
belt to try and best
wrap around human
body

Hip Belt
Large snack pocket with
refrigerator lining

Pocket for Mirror

Pocket for keys
and whistle

LEBEN

Mesh pocket for compass
and small map
Tidy Strap

IMG. 31
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Raised Branding

Pocket for keys
and whistle

Using the research done earlier in the project about the Daily Essentials needed for a day with a child it
became clear that storage on the hip belt was needed. Rather than just adding pockets to the hip belt
using research it became clear that each pocket should have a specific role. As you can see above each
pocket has a specific purpose whether it be the mirror or the small envelope pocket for the users keys and
whistle.
To the left a Internet-sourced diagram shows exactly how a hip belt should rest on a human body. To try
and create the most comfortable hip belt when the test rig was developed, all of the material split lines
were created to wrap around the body in the best possible way. The hip belt also features two elastic
tidy straps. These allow the user to tuck away any hanging straps solving the problem found in the
observations section.

Internal Storage
Baby storage section for items such
as nappies, baby wipes and nappy
cream. Also room for change of
clothes.

Side pockets either side for any food
or drink

Front easy to access pocket which
will be the place for any first aid kit or
medical essentials.

The internal storage of the carrier is the most
important storage section. To the left again the
jobs of each pocket has been specified to make
sure every item in the daily essentials section is
accounted for.
The blue section which is used for clothes will be
reduced in size once the bag folds and zips up
hiding the baby section. However this will then
lave the yellow section free if any extra space is
needed due to no baby being carried.
As well as internal storage there will also be
external storage points of storage such as water
bottle holders and surface pockets.

Bottom largest compartment for any
change of clothes or clothes for a
temperature change.
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Manufacture
Panels
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Panel Joinery

Panels are cut out of the
Recycled Coated Nylon
Fabric using a hot knife
cutter or laser cutter.
This stops the fabric from
crumpling up due to the fact

To the left is a simple diagram
which has been drawn to show
how each panel will join together.
The red and blue signal to panels
which have been folded in on them
selves and then brought together.

that the heat helps to melt
the fibers in the material.

The green section which will be
the nylon fabric cap. This is used

They are cut into shape on a
flat surface and then sewn

to stop any of the sewing being
shown and also helps the rigidity

together to create a 3D

of the fabric panels. All three

form.

sections are then sewn together
signaled by the orange line.

Alumnium Frame

Injection Moulded Points

The Aluminium cylindrical Frame will be bent and shaped
using a Metal Bending Profile Machine. Once shaped
the frame fit inside the rucksack to obtain its structure.
This is also allows the frame to then be sewn in place
to stop the rucksack warping out of place and slipping
when their is a certain amount of weight in the pack.

Intersecting the frame their will be four hinges which
will be manufactured through injection moulding. The
injection moulded sections will be PolyLactic Acid. This
PLA will be reinforced with fibre to stop it from becoming
too brittle to use for the job of a hinge. The hinges will
involve two of these separate sections which would join

The cylindrical cross section will stop and tearing of the
surrounding fabric and also helps create a user friendly

together to make a hinge and then screwed together
with the frame inside. The hinges are made from a

feel.
The kickstand for the frame will be manufactured in the

BioPlastic however this does not mean the material
will instantly start to degrade, the hydrophilic material

same way however it would powder coated black as this

will be hidden away and only starts to degrade once

is part of the frame which the user can see. With two
reflective strips on each corner, to increase visibility.

underground.
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FINAL CONCEPT
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Berghaus Leben | Child Carrier

Easy Grip Tri-Handle

Aluminium Runner

PET Mesh Pocket
Hidden Zipper Pocket
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XL

Measurement System
L

Tidy Straps

M

S

PLA - BioPlastic

XS

Branding

Easy Flex Partition

PET Air Mesh
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Berghaus Leben | Child Carrier

Top Hidden Zip Pocket

PLA XL Buckle
Back Frame Adjustment

Zip Up Side Pocket
Hidden Zips

PET Mesh Pocket
Large Zip Pocket

Velcro Side Pocket

Raised Branding
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Aluminium Kick Stand
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COLOUR RANGES
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Last Updated 13th October 2008
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